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Abstract 
Borges, J. and J. Rifa, A note about multidesigns and extended designs, Discrete Mathematics 111 
(1993) 65-69. 
In the theory of communication, both coding and cryptology play an important role. They are 
algebraic theories closely related to combinatorics. r-designs are very important combinatorial 
structures which have well-known relationships with error-detecting and correcting codes. We will 
introduce the inclusion matrix of a combinatorial structure in order to emphasize the differences 
between multidesigns and extended designs. We prove that a full combinatorial multidesign exists 
and, moreover, we compute its parameters. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Multisets 
Given a finite set S, an S-multiset is a function p:S+N. If Cxssp(x)= t, we call 
,u a t-S-m&set. VXES, we call ,u(x) the multiplicity ofx. If p(x)>0 then x is an element 
ofp (xE~). If p(x) > 1 then x is a repeated element ofp. If p(x) < 1, VXES, then p has no 
repeated elements and we say that ,u is simple. Clearly, simple multisets and subsets are 
equivalent. 
Given two S-multisets, ,u and 6, we say that p contains 6 (6 d p) if 6(x) d p(x) VXES. 
We often describe a multiset with its elements between square brackets, for instance, 
the {a, b, cj-multiset p defined by ,u(a)= 3, p(b)=2 and p(c)=0 may be written as 
[a,a,a, b, b]. If 6 is the {a, b,c}-multiset defined by [a,~, b, b] then, clearly, 6 is 
contained in p. If we consider multiple containment then we say that 6 is contained in 
p three times because two u’s of ~1 can be choosen in (2) = 3 different ways. More 
generally, if 6 and p are S-multisets such that 6 <p then we will say that 6 is contained 
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in ,D s times if nXss( $~~)=s. Obviously, a multiset can be viewed as a subset with 
repetition. 
Pk((s) denotes the set of all k-subsets of S and J@‘~(S) the set of all k-S-multisets. The 
elements of a P?k(S)-multiset are called blocks and those of an 4!k(S)-multiset blocks 
with repetition. 
1.2. Multisets and designs 
Definition 1.1. Let S be a v-set. We will call points its elements. A collection p of 
k-subsets of S, called blocks, is a t-(0, k, A)-design on S if every t-subset of points is 
contained in exactly 2 blocks (n, t, k, UE N, 0 < t < k d u). 
This definition is equivalent to saying that ,u is a t-(0, k, I.)-design on S if 
(1) S is a u-set of points, 
(2) p is a 9$(S)-multiset, 
(3) TE~~(S)JCBE~~,S,,BZ7~(B)=~~. 
It is well known that every t-(0, k,A)-design is also an i-(u, k,&)-design, where 
E”i=~( :I;)/( :I;) Vi< t. Then, putting i=O, it follows that the number of blocks of 
a t-(u, k, A)-design is 
b=lu 
(3. (1) 
Another way to compute the number of blocks b is by using the inclusion matrix 
T=(tij) (Idid( l<j<b), defined by 
tij = 
i 
1 if TiGBj, 
0 otherwise, 
where T,, T2, . . . . T(:) are all the t-subsets of points and B1, BZ, . . . , Bb are the blocks of 
the design. It is easy to see that T has 2 l’s in each row and (t) in each column. Then, 
computing the number of ones in T, we obtain 
rows: number of ones=(y).& 
columns: number of ones = ( :) . b. 
Thus, (r). 1 must be equal to (i). b and equation (1) holds. 
2. Designs with repetition 
Designs with repetition will be designs where the blocks are k-multisets and we 
consider t-multisets instead of k-subsets and t-subsets. For orthogonal arrays, ordered 
designs and related notions, the interested reader may refer to [3,7]. Then we will 
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have two kinds of designs with repetition: taking into account multiple containment 
or not. The first kind are the multi&signs (see [l, 5,6]), and the second are the 
extended designs (see [3,7]). 
Definition 2.1. A t-(u, k, %)-extended design on a u-set of points S is an Ak(S)-multiset 
p such that V~EJZ~(S), 6 is contained in exactly 1+ blocks with repetition of 
,u (t, k, c, 3-E N, 0 < t d k). 
Definition 2.2. A t-(u, k, I.)-multidesign on a u-set of points S is an _&Yk(S)-multiset 
p such that V’~E&~(S), 6 is contained exactly 1. times in blocks with repetition of 
/J (t, k, o, AE N, 0 < t d k). 
What about the number of blocks with repetition of these designs? 
In the case of extended designs it is easy to see that there exist t-extended designs 
which are not (t - I)-extended designs. On the other hand, if we consider the inclusion 
matrix of an extended design p (whose rows are indexed by all the t-S-multisets and 
columns by the blocks), we can see that the number of ones per column is variable. 
The number of blocks with repetition in the extended designs is not a constant. In 
fact, here there is an easy example: 
Let S = {a, b, c}, then [[a, a, a], [b, b, b], [ c, c, c], [a, b, c]] is a 4-A,(S)-multiset 
which is a 2-(3,3,1)-extended design with 4 blocks. Now consider the 3+Y3(S)- 
multiset [[a, a, b], [b, b, c], [c, c, a]]; clearly, it is a 2-(3,3,1)-extended design too that 
has 3 blocks! 
The case of multidesigns is different. If we consider the inclusion matrix of a 
t-(t’, k, E.)-multidesign (which is not a (0, 1)-matrix), it is clear that each column sums (t) 
and each row j*. Hence, we must have 
where b, is the number of blocks with repetition of the multidesign. 
For instance, if S= {a, b} then the blocks with repetition [[b, b, b, b], [b, b,u,a], 
[b, b, a, a], [a, a, a, a]] are a 2-(2,4,8)-multidesign which is a 1-(2,4,8)-multidesign too. 
In each case the multidesign has 4 blocks and the inclusion matrices are: 
~ ~-‘b;u;u; ~~ ib;-i'u; ju 
2-(2,4,8)-multidesign l-(2,4,8)-multidesign 
Remark. It is easy to prove that every t-(0, k, A)-multidesign is also an i-(v, k, Ai)- 
multidesign, where ,$ = i( “try ’ )/( :I;) Vi< t. From this, putting i=O, we obtain 
equation (2). 
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3. Full combinatorial structures 
Pk((s) is a trivial t-(v, k, ,I)-design Vt < k, called thefill combinatorial design; it is not 
very difficult to see that n==(iI:). On the other hand, every t-S-multiset can be 
completed to a k-S-multiset (t d k) in 2=(“‘“,1:-‘) ways; thus, J$!~(S) is a t-(u, k,%)- 
extended esign, called thefull combinatorinE extended design. Now our purpose is to 
see that Ak(S) is also a multidesign. 
Lemma 3.1. Let x1, . . . ,XnEN SUCh that J$=, Xi=t; then 
.,+z,-. gxi~y,>=(n+~~s-l) 
n 
VSEN, where YiEN Vi= 1, . . . . n. 
Proof. Let C~==~‘).I+...+Yn=jJJ~=, (“iLy’). The proof is by induction on k=t+s: 
. For k=O, we have Xi=yi=t=s=O Vi=l,...,n. Thus, CT=1 and the second 
member is 1 too. 
l Let us study the case k = 1. We must prove the cases (t,s) =(l,O) and 
(4 4 = (0, 1). 
Ch= 1 l=n and 
)‘,i..-+l;=1 
(n+O;l-I)_, 
CA=1 and 
(“+l:o-l)=l 
l Assume that the equality holds for all values k’ = t’ f s’, 0 d k’ < k. Let x1 > 0 
(otherwise rename the xi)s); we have 
Thus, we have Cs= Cf- 1 + GS- ‘; since t+s- 1 tk, we may write Cs=(nff-_:+s-l)+ 
(n+t:sil-l),(n+t+ss-l). 0 
Theorem 3.2. .Mk(S) is a t-(u, k, R)-multidesign V’t < k (thefull combinatorial multidesign), 
where A=(“:“-;‘). 
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Proof. Let S={p,, . . . . pV} and ~EJ~(S); we define xi as the number of times pi is in 
6 Vi=1 , . . , , u, and Zi as the number of times pi is in some ~LEJ~(S) such that 6 6~ 
Vi=1 , . . . ,V. Put yi=Zi--Xi Vi= 1, . . . . u; then yr+...+y,=k-t and the number of 
times p contains 6 is ny= 1 ( xi:“i). Then, applying Lemma 3.1, we have that 6 is 
contained 
times in blocks with repetition of Jz’~(S). As the result does not depend on ~EJ&‘~(S), 
the theorem holds. 0 
For example, if S= {a, b) then AZ(S)= {[a, a, a], [a, a, b], [a, b, b], [b, b, b]}. 
Clearly, J3(S) is a 3-(2,3,1)-multidesign, a 2-(2,3,4)-multidesign with the following 
inclusion matrix 
1 bbb bba aab uau 
bb 3 1 0 0 
ba 0 2 2 0 
aa 0 0 1 3 
and a l-(2,3,6)-multidesign. 
We can see that AX(S) is a 3-(2,3,1)-extended design, a 2-(2,3,2)-extended design 
and a l-(2,3,3)-extended design. 
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